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QUESTION 1

The design team creates a mock-up proposal of an OmniScript for sales that includes more than 25 steps. Th consultant
reviews the proposal and sees that the OmniScript will be used for three different and complex sal processes: change of
plan, new sale, and loyalty. The user will select the type of sale at the beginning of the interaction, and then the
OmniScript will branch into either change of plan, new sales, or loyalty processes. E process will contain multiple
decision points for the user. 

Following best practices, what should the consultant recommend to improve the planned design of this OmniScript? 

A. Pass the process type as an input parameter. 

B. Add more conditional views to branch the OmniScript into logical sections. 

C. Add more Step elements to create shorter pages. 

D. Create a specific OmniScript for each business process. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A company has a requirement to create a 360?view of their customers using FlexCards. At this company, customer data
is stored in Salesforce but also in external legacy systems. A consultant reviews the use cases needed and
recommends a FlexCard canvas that contains multiple child cards inside the state of a parent FlexCard. 

What is the advantage of embedding multiple child cards in this scenario? 

A. Enables easier global styling changes 

B. Allows multiple data sources to be used 

C. Enables the FlexCard to be used on a Community page 

D. Allows conditional views with the Toggle element on each child card 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three use cases should be implemented using Calculation Procedures and Matrices? Choose 3 answers 

A. Use a house\\'s address, size, and age of the building to determine an insurance premium. 

B. Use rules to determine eligible insurance products based on a house\\'s address and age of the building. 

C. Use location and past usage to determine the monthly cost for an energy product. 

D. Use the product color and capacity to determine the price of a product. 

E. Use risk factors for an insured item to determine different insurance product options. 
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Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 4

A company needs to create a new quote estimation process for its services team. This process involves multi; steps.
The user needs to enter a variable number of rows of data in order to calculate the correct final price f the quote. The
data that needs to be entered in each row includes: 

Service category Number of hours Hourly rate 

The number of hours should be multiplied with the hourly rate to calculate the total for each row. 

Which three OmniScript elements should the consultant recommend to meet these requirements? Choose 3 answers 

A. Edit Block 

B. Multi-select 

C. Formula 

D. Step 

E. Input Block 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 5

A company needs an OmniScript to allow customers to order products and services from their website. After the order is
submitted, the customer should be able to download a PDF summary of the order. 

What type of DataRaptor should the consultant recommend to meet this requirement? 

A. DataRaptor Load 

B. DataRaptor Extract 

C. DataRator Turbo Extract 

D. DataRaptor Transform 

Correct Answer: D 
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